Specialized
software solutions for
Construction

The activity of a construction company represents 80% work on the construction site with
resource allocation: people, equipment, machinery. The efficient management of resources,
the implementation of more projects with fewer resources, strict cost analysis and reduction
are prerequisites for maximizing profitability and growth.

Supply
automation and
stock control

Resource, time, cash
flow and budget
planning

Consumption
planning and
tracking

Control of costs
per project, phases
and sub-phases

SocrateERP provides an integrated application to construction companies and helps
efficiently manage all of the company's processes: procurement, contract management,
costs, consumption, employees, equipment and machinery, maximizing profits by efficiently
executing each project, and managing multiple projects with fewer resources by integrating
and automating key processes.

SocrateERP for full
management and automation

SocrateBI for industrybased analysis and reports

Timekeeping site personnel
with Timekeeping App

Integrate and automate all
processes in the company with
a modern and flexible ERP
software solution

Answer any question, analyze
your data and make better
business decisions with
SocrateBI

The first mobile app
that enables
timekeeping in the
construction industry

www.bitsoftware.eu

Functionalities
Construction Site Management

Sales management

Efficiently manage the construction works, keep
track of the quantitative value of all activities, projects, phases and sub-phases.

Manage the entire sales process, customers, and
business conditions, from offer, contracts, customer orders, delivery, billing to receipts.

Project cost control

Financial and Accounting Management

Define and track planned, budgeted and committed costs, real-time comparison with the actual costs
of running the work.

Automate and manage your entire financial and
accounting activity from all locations and profit
centers, and consolidate the information at grouplevel.

Equipment and machinery management

Integration with quoting and project
management software

Plan and track the equipment and machinery on
the construction sites, the consumption being recorded on the machine timesheet.

You can customly integrate quoting and project
management software to provide complete project tracking.

Time management
Manage the timekeeping of both the productive
and non-productive staff. Add the working hours
by projects, phases and subphases with an intuitive application that is works online and offline.

Industry specific reports and analysis
Real-time reporting on profitability, consumption
of materials, people, equipment and transport.

Timely supply
Control the quality of your inventory and plan your
purchases. Verify compliance with contract terms.
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